Lovin' You's The Only Thing For Me

The very first song I ever wrote. Your basic, simple love song. It's only point of interest is that it's in the key of A (actually key of G and played at capo II) but it contains an unusual change to a C natural major chord in the refrain.

Works in a strange sort of way by using harmonies containing a lot of fifth and minor seventh intervals. A sort of blues I guess.

Chilly cold wind, blowing in my window,
Chilly cold wind, blowing in my door.
Did I hurt you? If I did I'm sorry,
Please forgive me, like you did before.
Rain coming down, just listen to the weather,
Rain coming down, there's a whole lot more.
Chilly cold wind, blowing in my window,
Chilly cold wind, blowing in my door.

Leaves falling down, gathered in my driveway,
Leaves falling down, gathered up so high.
Let me hold you, and say I'm sorry,
Let me hold you, will you let me try?
Sky's getting dark, just listen to the wind blow
Sky's getting dark, cause the day's gone by.
Leaves falling down, gathered in my driveway,
Leaves falling down, gathered up so high.

It Rains Here, some of the time, some of the time,
but not all year.
She cries here, once in a while, once in a while,
even when it's clear.
Dry up, pretty little darling, dry up, all of your tears...
It Rains Here, some of the time, once in a while,
even when it's clear.